Abstract. Quartic self-interacting fractional Klein-Gordon scalar massive and massless field theories on toroidal spacetime are studied. The effective potential and topologically generated mass are determined using zeta function regularization technique. Renormalization of these quantities are derived. Conditions for symmetry breaking are obtained analytically. Simulations are carried out to illustrate regions or values of compactified dimensions where symmetry breaking mechanisms appear.
Introduction
The concept of fractal has permeated virtually all branches of natural sciences since its was first introduced by Mandelbrot about three decades ago [1] . The first fractal process encountered in physics is the Brownian motion, whose paths have been used in Feynman path integral approach to (Euclidean) quantum mechanics [2] . Based on the path integral method, Abbot and Wise [3] showed that the quantum trajectories of a point-like particle is a fractal of Hausdorff dimension two. Brownian motion also played an important role in stochastic mechanics [4, 5] , which was an attempt to give an alternative formulation to quantum mechanics. Early applications of fractal geometry in quantum field theory focused mainly on the studies of quantum field models in fractal sets and fractal spacetime, and quantum field theory of spin systems such as Ising spin model (see [6] for a review on fractal geometry in quantum theory). The applications were subsequently extended to fractal Wilson loops in lattice gauge theory [7] , and fractal geometry of random surfaces in quantum gravity [8] . There exist models of quantum gravity such as Quantum Einstein Gravity model which predicts that spacetime is fractal with fractal or Hausdorff dimension two at sub-Planckian distance [9] .
The next important step in the applications of fractal geometry in physics is the realization of the close connection between fractional calculus [10, 11, 12, 13] and processes and phenomena which exhibit fractal behavior. Such an association allows the use of fractional differential equations to describe fractal phenomena. Applications of fractional differential equations in physics have spread rapidly, in particular in condensed matter physics, where fractional differential equations are well-suited to describe anomalous transport processes such as anomalous diffusion, non-Debye relaxation process, etc [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . More recently, such applications have been extended to quantum mechanics. Analogous to the fractional diffusion equations, various versions of fractional Schrödinger equations (the space-fractional, time-fractional and spacetime-fractional Schrödinger equations) have been studied [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . Based on the fractional Euler-Lagrange equation in the presence of Grassmann variables, Baleanu and Muslih [26] have considered supersymmetric quantum mechanics using the path integral method.
It is interesting to note that the works on fractional Klein-Gordon equation have been carried out nearly a decade before that on fractional Schrödinger equations. The square-root and cubic-root Klein-Gordon equations, Klein-Gordon equation of arbitrary fractional order, and fractional Dirac equation have been studied by various authors [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] . Canonical quantization of fractional KleinGordon field has been considered by Amaral and Marino [33] , Barcci, Oxman and Rocca [34] , and stochastic quantization of fractional Klein-Gordon field and fractional abelian gauge field have been studied by Lim and Muniandy [35] . There are also works in constructive field theory approach to fractional Klein-Gordon field, where the analytic continuation of the Euclidean (Schwinger) n-point functions to the corresponding n-point Wightman functions are studied [36, 37] . More recently, results on finite temperature fractional Klein-Gordon field [38] , and the Casimir effect associated with the massive and massless fractional fields at zero and finite temperature with fractional Neumann boundary conditions have been obtained [39] . We would like to point out that until now all these studies consider only free fractional fields. Therefore it would be interesting and important to study a simple model of interacting fractional field. This is exactly the main objective of our paper.
In this paper we consider for the first time the model of scalar massive and massless fractional Klein-Gordon fields with quartic self-interaction. It is well known that in the ordinary field theory, ϕ 4 theory is an important and useful model because it has applications in Weinberg-Salam model of weak interactions [40] , inflationary models of early universe [41] , solid state physics [42] and soliton theory [43] , etc. In addition, it is also known that a massless field can develop a mass as a result of both self-interaction and nontrivial spacetime topology, and such a phenomenon is known as topological mass generation [44, 45, 46] . The main aim of this paper is to study the possibilities of topological mass generation and symmetry breaking mechanism for a fractional scalar field with interaction in a toroidal spacetime. In the case of ordinary quantum fields, topological mass generation in toroidal spacetime has been studied by Actor [47] , Kirsten [48] , Elizalde and Kirsten [49] by using the zeta function regularization technique [50, 51, 52, 53] . We shall show that with some modifications, the zeta function method can also be employed to study the topological mass generation and symmetry breaking mechanism in the fractional ϕ 4 theory. In section 2 we discuss the fractional scalar Klein-Gordon massive and massless fields with quartic self-interaction on the toroidal spacetime. The effective potential of this fractional ϕ 4 model is determined up to one loop quantum effects using the zeta function regularization method. Section 3 contains the renormalization of the effective potential. The derivation of the renormalized topologically generated mass and symmetry breaking mechanism will be given in section 4. The final section gives a summary of main results obtained, and perspective for further work. We also include simulations to illustrate the dependency of symmetry breaking mechanism and renormalized topologically generated mass on spacetime dimensions, fractional order of the Klein-Gordon field, etc.
2. One-loop effective potential of fractional scalar field with λϕ
interaction
In this section, we compute the one loop effective potential of the real fractional scalar Klein-Gordon field with λϕ 4 interaction in a d -dimensional spacetime. In this paper, the spacetime we consider is the toroidal manifold
and L i , 1 ≤ i ≤ p are assumed to be much smaller than L. We will take the limit L → ∞, which results in the limiting toroidal spacetime T p × R q . In this spacetime, the scalar field ϕ(x) can be regarded as a function of x ∈ R d which satisfies the periodic boundary conditions with period L j , 1 ≤ j ≤ d, in the x j direction. The Lagrangian of the theory is
where ∆ is the Laplace operator ∆ =
expanded with respect to the basis e
of functions on the toroidal spacetime T p × T q , the fractional differential operator (−∆ + m 2 ) α acts on f by the formula
The partition function of the theory is given by
In the toroidal spacetime, we can assume a constant classical background field ϕ. The quantum fluctuations around this background field is defined to be φ = ϕ − ϕ. Then to the one-loop order, we have
where V Q is the functional determinant (called the quantum potential),
is the volume of spacetime and µ is a scaling length. The effective potential including one-loop quantum effects is then given by
To calculate V Q , we use the zeta function prescription [50, 51, 52, 53] . By taking L → ∞ limit, V Q is equal to
where the zeta function ζ(s) is defined as
when Re s > d/(2α). When p = d or equivalently when q = 0, we understand that
We need to find an analytic continuation of ζ(s) to evaluate ζ(0) and ζ ′ (0). Let
Using standard techniques, we have
is called the global heat kernel. Now we have to find the asymptotic behavior of K(t) when t → 0. For this purpose, we rewrite
where
and employ the Mellin-Barnes integral representation of exponential function (see e.g. [54] )
to A(t). However, in the massless (i.e. m = 0) case, the k = 0 term has to be treated differently. Therefore, we discuss the results for the massive (m > 0) case and the massless (m = 0) case separately.
2.1. The massive case m > 0. Using (2.5), we have 
when Re s > p 2 . For p = 0, we use the convention Z E,0 (s; m) = m −2s . Some facts about the function Z E,p (s; a 1 , . . . , a p ; m) are summarized in appendix A. In particular, Γ(s)Z E,p (s; a 1 , . . . , a p ; m) has simple poles at s = p 2 − j, j ∈ N ∪ {0}, with residues
When p = 0, this formula is still valid, where p i=1 a i is understood as 1. Applying residue calculus to (2.6), we find that when t → 0,
Here [x] denotes the largest integer not more than x, and we understand that
From (2.4) and (2.7), we have
Now ζ(s) given by (2.3) can be rewritten as
Integrating the first term gives
Clearly, ζ 1 (s) defines a meromorphic function on C. On the other hand, K(t)−B(t) decays exponentially as t → ∞, whereas by (2.8),
is an analytic function for Re s > −1/(2α). Consequently, the function
is also an analytic function for Re s > −1/(2α). Combining with ζ 1 (s), we find that ζ 1 (s) + ζ 2 (s) gives an analytic continuation of ζ(s) to the domain Re s > −1/(2α). This allows us to find ζ(0) and ζ ′ (0). Specifically, since Γ(z) has simple poles at z = −j, j ∈ N ∪ {0} with residues (−1) j /j!, (2.9) gives
Here Λ α,d is the set
ψ(z) is the logarithmic derivative of gamma function, i.e. ψ(z) = Γ ′ (z)/Γ(z). On the other hand, since 1/Γ(s) = s/Γ(s + 1), Γ(1) = 1 and the function defined by (2.10) is analytic at s = 0, we have ζ 2 (0) = 0 and
Gathering the results, we obtain
The quantum potential V Q can then be determined by substituting ζ(0) and ζ ′ (0) from (2.11) and (2.12) into (2.1). Since the quantum potential does not depend on the arbitrary normalization constant µ if and only if ζ(0) = 0, we find from (2.11) that this is the case if d is odd and α / ∈ C d , where
It is not easy to study the properties of the quantum potential V Q from (2.11) and (2.12). For most practical purposes, it is desirable to expand V Q as a power series in b 2 = λ ϕ 2 /2 when b is small enough. For this, we use the expansion
in (2.2), which for b < m α , gives us
The meromorphic continuation of Γ(s)Z E,p (s; a 1 , . . . , a p ; m) gives a meromorphic continuation of ζ(s) to C with
Here for a meromorphic function h(s) on C with at most a simple pole at a point s 0 ∈ C, we use the notation
It is easy to check that (2.15) agrees with (2.11).
2.2.
The massless case m = 0. In this case, we write A(t) as A 0 (t)+A 1 (t), where A 0 (t) corresponds to the k = 0 term, i.e.
A 0 (t) = 2π
and
As in the massive case, we find that
Here for a positive integer p and positive real numbers a 1 , . . . , a p , Z E,p (s; a 1 , . . . , a p ) is the homogeneous Epstein zeta function defined by
when Re s > p 2 . For p = 0, we use the convention Z E,0 (s) = 0. Some facts about the function Z E,p (s; a 1 , . . . , a p ) are summarized in appendix A. In particular, for p ≥ 1, Γ(s)Z E,p (s; a 1 , . . . , a p ) only has simple poles at s = 0 and s = p/2. As in the massive case, (2.17) gives
Consequently, as t → 0,
From (2.18), we find that V Q is independent of the normalization constant µ if and only if α / ∈ E d , where
To find the small b expansion of V Q , we note that when b < min{a 1 , . . . , a p }, we can expand (2.2) as
This gives a meromorphic continuation of ζ(s) to C, with
Combining the results above for the massive case and massless case, we find that when λ is small enough, the quantum potential can be written as a power series V Q,r in λ ϕ 2 plus a term A Q , i.e.
where the term A Q originates from the k = 0 mode in the massless case, and is given by
In general, the power of ϕ 2 in (2.26) is non-integer. In the massive case, we do not have such a term and A Q = 0. The term V Q,r in both the massive and massless cases is equal to
In the case where p = 0 or equivalently q = d, i.e. when the spacetime is R d , we can write down the quantum potential V Q more explicitly:
• In the massless case, since Z E,0 (s) = 0, we have V Q,r = 0. Therefore,
(2.29)
• In the massive case, using the fact that Z E,0 (s; m) = m −2s , we have
where the set Ξ α;d is given by
Renormalization of the theory
In order to eliminate the dependence of the effective potential on the arbitrary scaling length µ, we need to renormalize the theory. For given d and α, we notice that the term log µ 2 would only appear in the coefficients of ϕ 2j for j ≤ d/(2α). Therefore, we propose to add counterterms δC 0 , δC 1 , . . . of order ϕ 0 , ϕ 2 , . . . , up to order ϕ 2dα , where
Upon a closer inspection of the expressions for V Q in section 2, we find that the coefficients of log µ 2 in V Q are independent of the compactification lengths. Therefore
we can determine the counterterms δC j , 0 ≤ j ≤ d α , by the following conditions
Here ϕ j , 2 ≤ j ≤ d α are different renormalization scales. Note that sometimes the notations δm 2α and δλ are used instead of δC 1 and δC 2 . We would like to emphasize that for j ≥ 1, δC j is defined by the condition above only when α ≤ To have a unified treatment, we define ϕ 0 = ϕ 1 = 0. Then the conditions (3.2) that define the counterterms δC j , 0 ≤ j ≤ d α can be equivalently expressed as
In the following, we proceed to determine the counterterms for massive case and massless case separately. We will consider the massive case first, where we determine the counterterms by (3.3) and use the formula (2.27) for V Q . The massless case is more difficult since in this case, the power series expression of V Q,r (Eq. (2.27)) is only valid when ϕ < 2/λ min {(2π)/L j } j=1,...,p . Therefore, the limit L i → ∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ p cannot be taken directly on this formula.
The massive case.
Using (3.3), (2.27), (A.11), (A.12) and (A.13), we find that the counterterms δC j , 0 ≤ j ≤ d α are determined by the following linear system
. . .
Here
Notice that the matrix Π defined in (3.4) is of the form Π = I + Π 0 , where I is an (d α + 1) × (d α + 1) identity matrix and Π 0 is a nilpotent matrix with Π dα+1 0 = 0. Therefore
and one can solve for the counterterms δC j by multiplying Π −1 (3.6) on both sides of (3.4). In particular, by recalling that ϕ 0 = ϕ 1 = 0, we can easily find that
• if d is even, then
(3.10)
In the case of ordinary scalar field (i.e. α = 1) in d = 4 dimensional spacetime, the formulas for δC 0 (3.8) and δm 2 (3.10) obtained above are in agreement with the 1 AND L.P. TEO 2 corresponding results in [49] . On the other hand, since d α = 2 in this case, Π is just the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Therefore it is easy to find that
. This again agrees with the result given in [49] . 3.2. The massless case.
Since the series (2.27) is absolutely convergent if and only if
, we cannot take the limit L i → ∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ p term by term on the 2j-th order derivatives of (2.27) with respect to ϕ to obtain the counterterms δC j , 0 ≤ j ≤ d α from the equation (3.3), otherwise we will obtain infinity for each individual term. As a result, we have to work directly with the expression (2.20) for V Q .
Using (2.20), we find that
Therefore, T j,3 = 0. Consequently, we find that the counterterms δC j , 0 ≤ j ≤ d α are again determined by the system (3.4), but with T j given by
In particular, we find that
• if α = From the results above, we find that for both the massive case and the massless case, the counterterms only depend on the spacetime dimension d but not on the number of compactified dimensions p. This is expected since in the prescription for the counterterms, we have taken the limits L i → ∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ p. By substituting the counterterms obtained above into (3.1), together with the explicit formulas for V Q (Eq. (2.26) and Eq. (2.27)), the explicit expression for the renormalized effective potential can be determined. Since the result is not illuminating, we omit it here. In appendix B, we show that with our prescription for the counterterms, the renormalized effective potential indeed no longer depends on the parameter µ, but at the expense of introducing new renormalization scales ϕ i , 2 ≤ i ≤ d α .
Renormalized mass and symmetry breaking mechanism
According to convention, the renormalized topologically generated mass m 2α T,ren is defined so that for small ϕ, the term of order ϕ 2 in V In this section, we derive explicit formulas for m • In the massive case, we obtain from (3.1), (2.27), (3.9), (3.10), (A.9) and (A.10) that given d, p and α,
When p = 0, this reduces to m 2α T,ren = m 2α . Namely, the renormalized topologically generated mass is equal to the bare mass. The result (4.1) agrees with the result in [49] when d = 4 and α = 1. Since the modified Bessel function K ν (z) is positive for any ν ∈ R and z ∈ R + , we conclude immediately from (4.1) one of the main results of our paper:
• In the massive case, the renormalized topologically generated mass m 2α T,ren is strictly positive for any d, p and α. Hence quantum fluctuations do not lead to symmetry breaking in this case.
The massless case is more interesting. From the previous section, we find that the mass is non-renormalizable when α = 
We would like to point out that when α = When d = 4 and α = 1, the results of (4.2) agree with the corresponding results in [49] for q = 1, 3, 4. Note that (4.2) shows that when α = q/2, up to the factor λ Γ(α)
To study the sign of the renormalized topologically generated mass m 2α T,ren when p ≥ 1, we first note that the function Γ(s) is positive for all s ∈ R + , whereas for the Epstein zeta function Z E,p (s; L 1 , . . . , L p ), it is obvious from its definition by infinite series (A.1) that it is positive for all (
. Therefore, we can conclude immediately from (4.2) that 
Now we turn to the case
The argument leading to the sign of the function Γ(s)Z E,p (s; L 1 , . . . , L p ) is rather involved and lengthy, which will be dealt with in a separate paper [56] . Here we just give the results:
-if p = 1, then for all 0 < s < 1 2 , Γ(s)Z E,p (s; L) < 0; -if 2 ≤ p ≤ 9, then for any fixed s ∈ (0, p/2), there is a nonempty region Ω
-if p ≥ 10, there exists an odd number of points γ p,1 , . . . , γ p,2np+1 such that 0 < γ p,1 < . . . < γ p,2np+1 < p/4 and if we let I p to be the union of the dis-
Applying these results to the renormalized mass m Symmetry breaking mechanism appears in this case, but there is no symmetry restoration.
• If 2 ≤ p ≤ 9 and T,ren can be positive or negative, depending on the relative ratios of the compactification lengths. Therefore, symmetry breaking mechanism appears in this case. Varying the compactification lengths of the torus will lead to symmetry restoration.
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• If p ≥ 10 and α ∈ J p , where J p is the union
of disjoint closed intervals, quantum fluctuations lead to positive m 2α T,ren . Symmetry breaking mechanism does not appear in this case.
• If p ≥ 10 and α ∈ T,ren can be positive or negative, depending on the relative ratios of the compactification lengths. Therefore, symmetry breaking mechanism appears in this case. Varying the compactification lengths of the torus will lead to symmetry restoration.
Finally, using the formula (A.4), we find that
Applying these to (4.3) with α = q/2 gives us: T,ren can be positive or negative, depending on the relative ratios of the compactification lengths. Therefore, symmetry breaking mechanism appears in this case. Symmetry restoration can be realized by suitably varying the compactification lengths.
In the above discussion, we fix the spacetime dimension d and the number of compactified dimensions p, and study the condition on the order α of fractional Klein-Gordon field for the presence of symmetry breaking mechanism. We observe that for p ≤ 9, there is a simple criterion on α for the existence of symmetry breaking mechanism. In contrast, when p ≥ 10, the criterion on α for the presence of symmetry breaking mechanism becomes complicated. It would be interesting to explore the physical significance of this dichotomy between p ≤ 9 and p ≥ 10. Now, if we assume d and α being fixed, and d ≤ 9, then we can conclude that symmetry breaking mechanism exists if and only if the number of compactified dimensions p is ≥ d − 2α. However, when d ≥ 10, this condition becomes necessary but not sufficient. In Table 1 , we tabulated the subset of values of d − 2α ∈ (0, p) for which symmetry breaking mechanism does not appear, when 10 ≤ p ≤ 21. For 10 ≤ p ≤ 21, we see from this table that each of the sets I p is of the form (2γ p,1 , p − 2γ p,1 ) with I p ⊆ I p+1 . In [56] , we show that for all p ≥ 10, I p is indeed a subset of I p+1 . Since we have shown that for any p, there is no symmetry breaking when d − 2α < 0 or d − 2α > p, we can conclude from Table 1 that increasing the number of compactified dimensions p tends to elude symmetry breaking. In the case of ordinary Klein-Gordon field (i.e. α = 1), it is easy to verify from the data in Table 1 that when p ≥ 12, there is no integer value of d − 2 lying in the set (0, p) \ I p . Therefore, for p ≥ 12, symmetry breaking cannot happen in ordinary Klein-Gordon field theory. This is an interesting fact since compactifying some of the spacetime dimensions is a mechanism to induce symmetry breaking, but we find that there is an upper limit to the number of dimensions that can be compactified such that there still exists symmetry breaking mechanism.
The investigation of the sign and magnitude of the renormalized mass m 2α T,ren when p = 1, 2, 3, 4 is carried out graphically. In Figures 1-13 , we show the dependence of the renormalized mass m − α and log L1 when p = 2, V = L1L2 = 1. Due to the symmetry with respect to the interchange of L1 and L2, these graphs show the symmetry with respect to log L1 → − log L1. 
Moving along a ray from a point in these regions will lead to symmetry restoration. In fact, we show in [56] that the renormalized mass will become positive whenever one of the compactification lengths is large enough. The boundaries of the shaded regions in Figures 9, 12, 13 T,ren = 0 to appropriate two-dimensional planes. Note that in all the graphs, logarithm scales are used for the compactification lengths as we think that this will better illustrate the symmetry between the compactification lengths, i.e., the symmetry generated by L i ↔ L j .
From Figures 9, 12 , 13, we notice that the m 2α T,ren < 0 region (shaded) is larger when d − 2α tends towards the boundary of the range (0, p). It becomes smaller in the middle of the range (0, p). We also observe a symmetry between the region for d − 2α = h and the region for d − 2α = p − h. In fact, this is nothing but a direct consequence of the reflection formula (A.2) of the Epstein zeta function.
As mentioned above, for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, graphical results show that the region that lead to symmetry breaking is a region that contains the point L 1 = . . . = L p . We also observed that these regions are convex and connected. We give a mathematically rigorous proof in [56] that in fact for all p ≥ 2 and all the values of d − 2α where symmetry breaking mechanism can exist, the region of (L 1 , . . . , L p ) where m 2α T,ren < 0, is a convex and therefore connected region containing the point L 1 = . . . = L p , when plotted using log scale.
conclusion
We have studied the problem of topological mass generation for a quartic selfinteracting fractional scalar Klein-Gordon field on toroidal spacetime. Our results show that the method used for ordinary scalar field, namely the zeta regularization technique, still applies with some appropriate modifications. We are able to derive the one loop effective potential for such a system for both the massless and massive case in terms of power series of λ ϕ 2 with Epstein zeta functions as coefficients. As usual in the zeta regularized method, there is a dependence of the effective potential on an arbitrary scaling length µ. We proposed a scheme to renormalize the effective potential so as to get rid of the dependence on µ. We have carried out a detailed derivation of the renormalization counterterms. The results of the renormalized topologically generated mass m 2α T,ren are given explicitly. We note that in the massive case, m 2α T,ren is always positive and therefore there is no symmetry breaking in this case. For the massless case, we show that fixing the number of compactified dimensions p, if p ≤ 9, symmetry breaking appears if and only if the combination d − 2α of spacetime dimension d and fractional order α of Klein-Gordon field satisfies 0 < d − 2α ≤ p. However if p ≥ 10, symmetry breaking only exists when the value of d − 2α lies in a proper subset of (0, p]. This subset becomes smaller when p is increased. For all p ≥ 2, whenever there exists symmetry breaking, symmetry restoration also appears when suitably varying the compactification lengths. Simulations are carried out to illustrate the dependence of the renormalized mass m 2α T,ren on d − 2α as well as the compactification lengths, when p = 1, 2, 3, 4. Graphical results show that regions that lead to symmetry breaking are always convex regions containing the point L 1 = . . . = L p where all compactification lengths are equal, agreeing with our theoretical results in [56] . It is interesting to note that
we can obtain essentially the same results if instead of considering fractional scalar field of order α in a toroidal spacetime T p × R d−p with integer dimension d, we can equivalently employ an ordinary scalar field (α = 1) in a toroidal spacetime T p × R d+2−2α−p with fractional dimension d + 2 − 2α. This paper is our first attempt to explore the fractional field theory with interactions. One possible extension of our discussion is to include local structure like spacetime curvature in addition to nontrivial global topology in our study. One expects the generalization to finite temperature case will not pose difficulty since in the Matsubara formalism, the thermal Green functions with periodic boundary condition with period given by the inverse temperature, have the same properties as the Green functions at zero temperature with the imaginary time dimension compactified to a circle of radius equals to the inverse of temperature. We can also consider the extension of our results to the fractional gauge field theory. As we mentioned in our introduction that Brownian motion plays an important role in Feynman path integrals, we would like to note that path integrals have been generalized to fractional Brownian motion [57] and fractional oscillator process [58] . Although fractional Brownian motion has found wide applications in many areas in physics and engineering, so far it has not really played a role in quantum theory yet, and no application of these "fractional path integrals" have actually been carried out so far. In view of the fact that fractional oscillator process can be regarded as one-dimensional fractional Klein-Gordon field, with fractional Brownian motion its "massless" limit [59, 60] , it will be interesting to extend such path integrals to fractional Klein-Gordon fields and to exploit their possible uses. Finally, we would like to mention that in many applications in condensed matter physics, fractal or fractional processes have their limitations since many phenomena considered are multifractal in nature. There have already been works on multifractional Brownian motion [61, 62] , multifractional Levy process [63] and multifractional oscillator process [64] . In view of the possible variable spacetime dimension, for example at the sub-Planckian distance [9] , it would be interesting to consider how our results can be generalized to Klein-Gordon field with variable fractional order. One of the indispensable tools in studying the Epstein zeta function is the Chowla-Selberg formula [80, 81] . One form of the formula is (A.13)
